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1. Preface
This report is part of the results from the second funding period of the Finnish national research
project ”Smart Grids and Energy Markets”. The project has been funded by Tekes – the Finnish
Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation.
This work builds on the high level process descriptions defined in deliverable 4.6.5. It has also been
compiled in conjunction with the work undertaken in task 4.3 in the form of use case descriptions.
The work related to integration will continue in the third funding period as described in the research
plan of work package four.

1.1. Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe the information structures needed to effectuate
integration between active customer enabling systems and processes. This document complements
the high level process descriptions of deliverable 4.6.5 and can be used to create a working
structure to enable active customer services in accordance with the use case descriptions of task
4.3.

1.2. Scope
This description is intended to identify information structure elements. It is not a complete
description of attributes. Attributes should be worked on within the specific implementation of an
active customer use case. Informational attributes have been brought in to this document for
readability and as examples.
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2. Use Case 1 – Demand response process – Supplier
This chapter considers the information integration regarding the Use Case 1, which is introduced in
the deliverable 4.6.5. The process description is illustrated in the chapter 2.1 and the integration part
follows in the chapter 2.2. The numbering of the information flows corresponds with the numbering
of the integration part, which introduces the contents of the different information flows.

2.1. Process description
The process description is introduced on the below. In the description the information systems of a supplier
are divided into modules, which include the required information for the demand response process and for
the billing. The process description is based on the supplier centric market model, which means that the
supplier invoices also the electricity distribution based on the invoice data from the DSO.
The process description includes the different methods to be used for implementation of desired demand
response actions. The demand response can be based on the demand response request that is delivered
from the supplier to the end customer. Alternatively, the demand response can be implemented by direct
load control. The options are that the supplier have an access to the consumer’s load control device and is
therefore able to send load control signals or the load control signals are delivered to the local DSO which
ultimately implements the load control based on the load control messages that has been sent by the
supplier.
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Figure 1. Demand response process – supplier
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2.2. Integration
1) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface or report

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
DR supply contract.
Pull-integration: Demand response -module request
DR data from contract-module.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Potential average power of response

kW/MW

Named load type of response

e.g. ”HEATING”, ”BATTERY LOAD”, etc.

Allowed DR-control times in period

How many times supplier is allowed to use DRcontrol in given period

Named DR-period

"day", "calendar week", "calendar month", "calendar
year" etc.

Named DR-calendar code

"all time", "night time (22-07)", "day time(07-22)",
"winter day time(1.11-31.3,07-22)", "work day", etc.

Max continuous DR time (h)

e.g. 2h

Max total DR time of agreed period (h)

e.g. 6h

Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.

Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

DR request type

"Control" = physical load control hardware exist ,
"Request" = supplier asks response from end
customer (physical load control hardware doesn't
exist)

Agreed customer contact method+A40

e-mail, sms, personal etc.

Customer contact info

Customer contact info for DR information and
request, e.g. "customer@gmail.com", "+358401234567"

Contract period

Contract period start and contract period end

Energy estimates of year

Energy estimates of year

Hardware owner info

Who owns load control hardware (supplier,
customer, distribution company)
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When the price limit is exceeded, the load
control/demand response request can be
implemented

Price limit

2) Metering data
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface (array)

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
metering data.
Pull-integration: Billing-module request metering
data from metering-module

Additional information

Metering-module (supplier) gets metering data from
distribution company (MSCons -message etc.)

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Equipment ID

Equipment ID (meter number)

Counter ID

Counter ID (counter number)

Named tariff code

"YEAR", "SEASON", "TIME" etc.

Name calendar code

"YEAR", "DAY", "NIGHT" etc.

Consumption unit code

KW, MW etc.

Energy estimate of year

Energy estimate of year

Period start -array

e.g. 2011.10.01 00:00 +03

Period end -array

e.g. 2011.11.01 00:00 +02

Event date -array

e.g. venue of the peak power during the time period

Start reading -array

Start reading of counter

End reading -array

End reading of counter

Consumption-array
Consumption type -array

Consumption by given unit
"Estimate" or "Real"

Reading reason -array

Reason of real meter reading; "event reading",
"season reading", "init reading", "end reading" etc.

3) Demand response data
3a) Control
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / supplier
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To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier uses DR control.
Pull-integration: Billing module request DR control
data from metering -module.

3b) Request
From (module/owner)

Demand response-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier uses DR request.
Pull-integration: Billing module request DR control
data from demand response -module.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Consumption unit code

KW, MW etc.

Period start -array

e.g. 2011.10.01 00:00 +03

Period end -array

e.g. 2011.11.01 00:00 +02

Estimated profile power -array

Estimated power by given unit. Calculated by load
profile before real metering.

Estimated response power -array

Estimated response power by given unit. Calculated
by named load type of response before real
metering.

4) Consumption place data
From (module/owner)

Consumption place -module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
consumption place data.
Pull-integration: Demand response -module request
consumption place data from consumption placemodule

Additional information

Consumption place -module (supplier) get
consumption place data from distribution company
(Prodat message)

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)
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Named load curve

Official load curve from distribution company or real
load profile from supplier; 1,2,3,0,9 etc.

Energy estimates of year

Energy estimates of year (distribution company)

5) Pricing data
From (module/owner)

Pricing-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

-

DATA

DESCRIPTION

SPOT-price feed

Elspot prices from Nord Pool SPOT AS

Derivatives

Derivatives prices from Nord Pool ASA

Own production value

Value of own production

Balance power prices

Balance power prices from Nord pool SPOT AS

Requlation power prices
Bilateral energy contract prices

Requlation power prices
Prices of bilateral energy contracts

6) Pricing data
From (module/owner)

Pricing-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

Interface format

Manual input

Integration event

No electric interface between the modules. Electricity
supplier utilizes the information from the pricingmodule to determine the prices for the electricity
products of the retail market

DATA

DESCRIPTION

SPOT-price feed

Elspot prices from Nord Pool SPOT AS

Derivatives

Derivatives prices from Nord Pool ASA

Own production value

Value of own production

Balance power prices

Balance power prices from Nord pool SPOT AS

Requlation power prices

Requlation power prices

7) Demand response control; Set load contract switch
off/on
From (module/owner)

Demand response -module / supplier
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To (module/owner)

Metering-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier decide to use DR
control.

Additional information

Load control signal can be set to be implemented
immediately or it can be addressed to the future

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Load

Response power needed

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID(DSO). If the parameter does
not exist, the metering-module determines the
consumption places that can be used to fulfill the
demand response need and directs load control to
those consumption places.

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Control command

"ON", "OFF"

Start time

Date and time when control starts

End time

Date and time when control ends

8) Demand response (supply) contract
From (module/owner)

End customer interface

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Customer and supplier sign an agreement

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Potential average power of response

Power amount (kW or MW)

Named load type of response

e.g. ”HEATING”, ”BATTERY LOAD”, etc.

Allowed DR-control times in period

How many times supplier is allowed to use DRcontrol in given period

Named DR-period

"day", "calendar week", "calendar month", "calendar
year" etc.

Named DR-calendar code

"all time", "night time (22-07)", "day time(07-22)",
"winter day time(1.11-31.3,07-22)", "work day", etc.

Max continuous DR time (h)

e.g. 2h

Max total DR time of agreed period (h)

e.g. 6h

Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.
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Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

DR request type

"Control" = physical load control hardware exist ,
"Request" = supplier asks response from end
customer (physical load control hardware doesn't
exist)

Agreed customer contact method

e-mail, sms, personal etc.

Customer contact info

Customer contact info for DR information and
request, e.g. "customer@gmail.com", "+358401234567"

Contract period

Contract period start and contract period end

Price limit

When the price limit is exceeded, the load
control/demand response request can be
implemented

9) Price feed
From (module/owner)

Price-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
price data.
Pull-integration: Billing-module request price data
from price-module

DATA

DESCRIPTION

SPOT-price feed

Elspot prices from Nord Pool SPOT AS
Price ID, Currency code, Time period, Price value
(60min period)

Critical Peak Pricing feed

Price ID or Consumption place ID, Currency code,
Time period, Price value
(60 min period)

10) Load control messages
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Metering-module / distribution company

Interface format

New standard (New Ediel message?)

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
load control data.
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Additional information

These load control messages are used in the case if
the load control equipment is owned by the DSO or
the load control must be implemented by the DSO

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Control command

"ON", "OFF"

Start time

Date and time when control starts

End time

Date and time when control ends

11) Invoice data
From (module/owner)

Billing-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

New standard (Ediel message, FInvoice?)

Integration event

Invoicing period that has been agreed with the end
customer

Additional information

Future Nordic market model; the supplier invoices
also the distribution part of the electricity bill based
on the data from the DSO

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Invoice

Distribution company generates distribution invoice

12) Invoice (supply, distribution, production etc.)
From (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

End customer interface

Interface format

Paper invoice, e-invoice etc.

Integration event

Invoicing period that has been agreed with the end
customer

Additional information

Future Nordic market model; the supplier invoices
also the distribution part of the electricity bill based
on the data from the DSO

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Invoice

Invoice which fulfills the requirements of Electricity
Market Act and includes electricity supply,
distribution, production etc.
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13) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
contract data.
Pull-integration: Billing-module request contract data
from contract-module

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Potential average power of response

kW/MW

Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.

Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

Product structure

Product structure and basic data of products and
components (quantities, units, descriptions etc.)

Fixed prices

Fixed prices of product (+VAT)

Dynamic prices

Price formula data

14) Demand response request
From (module/owner)

Demand response -module / supplier

To (module/owner)

End customer interface

Interface format

Unspesified format by e-mail, sms, personal

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier decide to ask DR
from end customer.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Contact type

e-mail, sms, personal

Contact info

e-mail address, gsm-number etc.

Free requst info text

Free request info text (delivery note, request time
period, request amounts etc.)

Critical peak pricing

Hours with a high price

15) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

Interface format

Z03 Prodat messages with new DR info columns

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
contract data.
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DATA

DESCRIPTION

Z03 data + DR info

-supplier has DR supply contract (True, False)
-DR hardware owner info (supplier, customer,
distribution company)

16) Direct load control signal
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Load control hardware

Interface format

Hardware interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier decide to use DR
control.

Additional information

Direct load control is possible when the load control
equipment is owned by the supplier or alternatively
by the end customer while the supplier has the acces
for the equipment

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Direct load control signal

Hardware specific interface

17) Direct load control signal
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Load control hardware

Interface format

Hardware interface

Integration event

Push-integration: DSO carries out a direct load
control once it acquires the load control message
from the supplier

Additional information

Direct load control is possible when the load control
equipment is owned by the DSO or alternatively by
the end customer while the DSO has the access for
the equipment

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Direct load control signal

Hardware specific interface
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3. Use Case 3 – Demand response process – DSO
This chapter considers the information integration regarding the Use Case 3, which is introduced in
the deliverable 4.6.5. The process description is illustrated in the chapter 3.1 and the integration part
follows in the chapter 3.2. The numbering of the information flows corresponds with the numbering
of the integration part, which introduces the contents of different information flows.

3.1. Process description
The process description on the below illustrates the demand response operations from the DSO’s point of
view. The information flows are quite similar to the ones related to the demand response process from the
supplier point of view. Network module contains the information that DSO utilizes when determining the
need for the demand response. The supplier that is regarded as invoicing responsible party invoices the end
customer based on the information of the electricity supply, distribution and production.
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3.2. Integration
1) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface or report

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
DR supply contract.
Pull-integration: Demand response -module request
DR data from contract-module.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Potential average power of response

kW/MW

Named load type of response

e.g. ”HEATING”, ”BATTERY LOAD”, etc.

Allowed DR-control times in period

How many times supplier is allowed to use DRcontrol in given period

Named DR-period

"day", "calendar week", "calendar month", "calendar
year" etc.

Named DR-calendar code

"all time", "night time (22-07)", "day time(07-22)",
"winter day time(1.11-31.3,07-22)", "work day", etc.

Max continuous DR time (h)

e.g. 2h

Max total DR time of agreed period (h)

e.g. 6h

Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.

Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

DR request type

"Control" = physical load control hardware exist ,
"Request" = supplier asks response from end
customer (physical load control hardware doesn't
exist)

Agreed customer contact method

e-mail, sms, personal etc.

Customer contact info

Customer contact info for DR information and
request, e.g. "customer@gmail.com", "+358401234567"

Contract period

Contract period start and contract period end

Energy estimates of year

Energy estimates of year

Hardware owner info

Who owns load control hardware (supplier,
customer, distribution company)
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2) Metering data
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface (array)

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
metering data.
Pull-integration: Billing-module request metering
data from metering-module

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Equipment ID

Equipment ID (meter number)

Counter ID

Counter ID (counter number)

Named tariff code

"YEAR", "SEASON", "TIME" etc.

Name calendar code

"YEAR", "DAY", "NIGHT" etc.

Consumption unit code

KW, MW etc.

Energy estimate of year

Energy estimate of year

Period start -array

e.g. 2011.10.01 00:00 +03

Period end -array

e.g. 2011.11.01 00:00 +02

Event date -array

e.g. venue of the peak power during the time period

Start reading -array

Start reading of counter

End reading -array

End reading of counter

Consumption-array
Consumption type -array

Consumption by given unit
"Estimate" or "Real"

Reading reason -array

Reason of real meter reading; "event reading",
"season reading", "init reading", "end reading" etc.

3) Demand response data
From (module/owner)

Demand response -module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier uses DR control.
Pull-integration: Billing module request DR control
data from demand response -module.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)
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Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Consumption unit code

KW, MW etc.

Period start -array

e.g. 2011.10.01 00:00 +03

Period end -array

e.g. 2011.11.01 00:00 +02

Estimated profile power -array

Estimated power by given unit. Calculated by load
profile before real metering.

Estimated response power -array

Estimated response power by given unit. Calculated
by named load type of response before real
metering.

4) Consumption place data
From (module/owner)

Consumption place -module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
consumption place data.
Pull-integration: Demand response -module request
consumption place data from consumption placemodule

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Named load curve

Official load curve from distribution company or real
load profile from supplier; 1,2,3,0,9 etc.

Energy estimates of year

Energy estimates of year (distribution company)

5) Network data
From (module/owner)

Network-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Demand response -module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Real-time monitoring

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Network capacity
Compensation of the reactive power
Maintenance of frequency
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6) Invoice data
From (module/owner)

Billing-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

Interface format

New standard (Ediel message, FInvoice?)

Integration event

Invoicing period that has been agreed with the end
customer

Additional information

The supplier invoices also the distribution part

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Invoice

Distribution company generates distribution invoice

7) Demand response control; Set load contract switch
off/on
From (module/owner)

Demand response -module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Metering-module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier decide to use DR
control.

Additional information

Load control is implemented immediately in order to
retain the balance of the distribution network

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Load

Response power needed

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (DSO). If the paratemer does
not exist, the metering-module determines the
consumption places that can be used to fulfill the
demand response need and directs load control on
those consumption places.

Network ID

Network ID (distribution company)

Control command

"ON", "OFF"

Start time

Date and time when control starts

End time

Date and time when control ends

8) Demand response (distribution) contract
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

End customer interface

or
From (module/owner)

End customer interface

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company
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Interface format

Unspecified

Integration event

The end customer contacts the DSO to offer the
demand response potential. Alternatively the DSO
notices the demand response potential either from
the Z03 prodat message from the supplier or from
the information regarding the consumption place.
The DSO contacts the end customer based on the
information in order to agree a demand response
contract

Additional information

This operation does not support the future market
model if the DSO must separately contact the end
customer and agree on the load control

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Potential average power of response

Power amount (kW or MW)

Named load type of response

e.g. ”HEATING”, ”BATTERY LOAD”, etc.

Allowed DR-control times in period

How many times supplier is allowed to use DRcontrol in given period

Named DR-period

"day", "calendar week", "calendar month", "calendar
year" etc.

Named DR-calendar code

"all time", "night time (22-07)", "day time(07-22)",
"winter day time(1.11-31.3,07-22)", "work day", etc.

Max continuous DR time (h)

e.g. 2h

Max total DR time of agreed period (h)

e.g. 6h

Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.

Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

DR request type

"Control" = physical load control hardware exist ,
"Request" = supplier asks response from end
customer (physical load control hardware doesn't
exist)

Agreed customer contact method

e-mail, sms, personal etc.

Customer contact info

Customer contact info for DR information and
request, e.g. "customer@gmail.com", "+358401234567"

Contract period

Contract period start and contract period end
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9) Invoice (supply, distribution, production etc.)
From (module/owner)

Billing-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

End customer interface

Interface format

Paper invoice, e-invoice etc.

Integration event

Invoicing period that has been agreed with the end
customer

Additional information

The supplier invoices also the distribution part based
on the information from the DSO

DATA

DESCRIPTION
Invoice which fulfills the requirements of Electricity
Market Act and includes electricity supply,
distribution, production etc.

Invoice

10) Contract (supply)
From (module/owner)

End customer interface

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

Interface format

Unspecified format

Integration event

In the future market model the main contact point
for the end customer regarding the electricity is the
electricity supplier. Once the supplier has agreed
about the demand response with the end customer
the information about the demand response
potential could be also delivered to the DSO

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Contract data

Normal supply contract data

DR Contract data

Use case 1: "8) Demand response contract (supply)

11) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / supplier

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

Interface format

Z03 and Z04 Prodat messages with new DR info
columns

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
contract data.

DATA

DESCRIPTION
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Z03 data + DR info

-supplier to distribution company: Customer has DR
supply contract (True, False)
-DR hardware owner info (supplier, distribution
company, customer)

Z04 data + DR info

-Distribution company to supplier: Does DR hardware
potential exists (True/False)
-DR hardware owner info (supplier, distribution
company, customer)

12) Consumption place data
From (module/owner)

Consumption place -module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

The DSO can keep a register about the consumption
places/metering devices and add information about
the possible load control equipment. If a new end
customer is moving in to a consumption place which
has a load control equipment owned by the DSO, it
can offer a demand response contract for the end
user.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Consumption place ID

Consumption place ID (distribution company)

DR hardware exist

Consumption place has load control hardware and
some kind of DR potential

DR hardware owner info

Who owns load control hardware (supplier,
customer, distribution company)

13) Contract data
From (module/owner)

Contract-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Billing-module / distribution company

Interface format

Unspecified interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When adding new or updating old
contract data.
Pull-integration: Billing-module request contract data
from contract-module

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Potential average power of response

kW/MW
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Named pricing type

"Real-Time Pricing", "Critical Peak Pricing", "Fixed
price contract", "Dynamic price contract" etc.

Is DR verification needed

Is DR verification needed when price compensation is
given? True/False

Product structure

Product structure and basic data of products and
components (quantities, units, descriptions etc.)

Fixed prices

Fixed prices of product (+VAT)

Dynamic prices

Price formula data

14) Direct load control signal
From (module/owner)

Metering-module / distribution company

To (module/owner)

Load control hardware

Interface format

Hardware interface

Integration event

Push-integration: When supplier decide to use DR
control.

Additional information

Direct load control is possible if the load control
equipment is owned by the DSO. Alternatively the
equipment can be owned by the end customer and
the DSO has an access to it.

DATA

DESCRIPTION

Direct load control signal

Hardware specific interface

4. Next steps
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